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The Sony Xperia S finally gets an Ice Cream sandwich in other words updating its Android to the
Sony Flagship handset. Sony has also stated that it latest software would be winging its approach to
Sony handsets moreover this update would take several weeks to arrive on every handset. People
who are desperately waiting for this device can go through the video demo made by Sony. In the
video demo Sony has put a list of Xperia S gadgets along with the sales item number with this you
can easily check whether the update is easily accessible for your handset up till now.

In this update version Sony would be introducing new and fresh music, photo, video apps, walkman,
movies, and albums next to crossing point tweaks that appear with Ice Cream Sandwich. It also
consists of new-fangled bolt display that would let you pull down a warning bar from the summit of
the screen moreover exposing texts, forthcoming events. The Ice Cream Sandwich has loads of
features and has the ability to control the usage of data, tracking out the limit that how much internet
is used moreover setting restrictions for preventing your Xperia S from guzzling.

Using your phizzog the Face unbolts gets you into your handset also from the lock screen you may
get to the camera app by swiping to the left or just by holding down for a moment the camera
button. Moving further the tabs seems to appear to the browser and Tabs come to the browser, and
a new-fangled button lets you vigor websites to go to the version of desktop relatively than a mobile
edition.

The owners of Xperia S had to wait for a long time to get the latest version of Android into their
hands. In addition to this Sony has admired the Android's grown-up Gingerbread software by saying
that it's not at all a bad option to stay on it instead of improving to Ice Cream Sandwich. It seems
that Xperia S would be loaded by the Ice Cream Sandwich feature by the month of May. But on the
other hand Xperia also stated that this estimation was a error which was caused by a staff person.
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